advizrs: Serving Retirement Plan Fiduciaries
Managing your retirement plan benefit from A to Z

Experience Matters

We focus solely on managing corporate retirement plans with over 35 years of combined
experience. We assist plan sponsors with navigating the complexities of ERISA through an
independent and unbiased approach and balance corporate objectives with creating successful
opportunities for plan participants to reach their retirement goals. In the complex world of
retirement plans, having an experienced and specialized team provides value and saves our
clients time.

Process Matters

We offer a retirement plan process designed to enhance your fiduciary liability protection,
but also create an opportunity for plan participants to reach their retirement goals. Our team
will help design and implement a process allowing clients to make informed decisions or we
can take on a fiduciary role that minimizes employer involvement. We start with reviewing
the roles and responsibilities of managing a retirement plan benefit, then we establish goals
and objectives for the plan. Our in-depth industry knowledge, tools, and resources are key to
helping clients manage their retirement plan benefit from A to Z.

z Plan Optimization

We begin with the end in mind. Starting with “Z” – providing every plan participant with the
opportunity to reach their retirement goals. In order to achieve that goal, we work together
to deliver effective solutions regarding the cornerstones of a retirement plan:
•
•
•
•

Plan design
Plan investments
Plan costs
Participant education and communication

ERISA clearly states: Every decision you make as a fiduciary must be in the best interest of
plan participants and their beneficiaries. As your plan advocate, our services help you make
informed decisions and include:
•
•
•
•

Vendor benchmarking and fee analysis
Plan design consultation
Plan investment due diligence
Participant education

At Advizrs, we care deeply about educating our clients and their employees on the options,
services, and strategies available for creating a healthy retirement plan. On an ongoing basis,
our consultants are highly involved with every aspect of the plan and work with plan sponsors
to create an effective service team.

Contact us today to experience the z Advantage and
learn how we can become your retirement plan advocate.
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